End of Session:

Dear constituent,
This month marks the end of our first session of Parliament since the
election last October. It’s been an eventful eight months, and despite
many obstacles, I was able to accomplish much in my first session
as your Member of Parliament. I encourage you to click the link
below to read a full report on all I’ve done to represent you this past
session.
Work in the House of Commons: https://jeremypatzer.com/firstsession-parliament
Unfortunately, the House of Commons will remain suspended until at
least September, with the exception of a few meetings over the
summer. This means we’ll have gone half a year with no regular
house sittings, and limited government accountability in a time of
unprecedented spending.
History has proven time and time again that freedom, liberty, and
democratic government are the surest path to prosperity. I will
continue to advocate for the reconvening of the House so that we
can hold the Trudeau Government to account.

Happy Canada Day:

Conservative Caucus
Fishing Contest:

Stay tuned for details to be announced July 4th! Follow my facebook
page for updates: https://www.facebook.com/JeremyPatzerMP/

Patented Medicines
Review Board:

Our Conservative caucus was recently successful at encouraging the
federal government to delay the planned implementation of the
Patented Medicine Prices Review Board (PMPRB) regulatory
changes. The changes, which were scheduled to come into effect on
July 1, have now been postponed until January 1, 2021.
This delay is an opportunity to better consult with Canadian patients.
My colleague, Matt Jeneroux has launched a website to consult with
patients over the course of this 6-month delay, and I encourage you
to share your concerns there:
www.pmprbconsult.ca
All feedback will be reviewed, and a detailed report of our findings
will be presented to the federal government in the fall.

Compassionate Palliative
Care:

A critical conversation that needs to come out of the COVID-19
outbreak is the need for quality palliative care. Prior to COVID-19,
the Liberal Government presented Bill C-7 before the House, which
was intended to determine the safeguards surrounding euthanasia.
One of the many concerns I have with Bill C-7, however, is that it
does nothing to address palliative care. COVID-19 has put long-term
care and palliative care under the spotlight, with around 80 percent
of COVID related deaths coming from care homes . . .
Read more in this opinion piece I wrote for the Post Millennial.
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